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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Electric utilities have pursued devices that can limit fault current levels in transmission and
distribution systems while remaining “electrically invisible” under nominal conditions. These
fault current limiters (FCLs) have the potential to significantly alleviate power system stress in
locations where fault current magnitudes are expected to increase beyond the duty of existing
circuit breakers. Today’s superconducting materials can meet the performance requirements of
power system components. As a result, a significant portion of proposed FCL designs use
superconducting materials to achieve the limiting action. This report investigates the current
status of these superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) technologies and describes ongoing
efforts to use them in electric power grids.
Results and Findings
Activities in SFCL development are now at the stage of utility demonstration projects with
prototype devices either already installed or planned for deployment. Various SFCL technologies
are being considered, but technology stakeholders have focused on series-resistive and saturablecore designs for technical and economic reasons.
Challenges and Objectives
The primary target audience of this report is utility personnel, managers, and planners who wish
to observe the technological progress of SFCL technologies as they move toward commercial
viability. Intended to serve as an educational tool for a wide-ranging audience, high-level
explanations and background information will engage those with limited knowledge in terms of
fault current limiters, superconductivity, and cryogenics. However, readers with moderate to
high awareness of SFCL technologies will be able to track the status of ongoing projects and
demonstrations.
Applications, Value, and Use
This report will be updated and expanded through the compilation of future technical updates on
the subject. Future editions of this Technology Watch will contain status updates of ongoing
projects and announcements of new projects as the progression of SFCL technologies is
observed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).
EPRI Perspective
SFCL technologies continue to make progress toward commercialization as power utilities
worldwide deal with the issue of increasing levels of fault current resulting from several
phenomena, including load growth. Utility planners working to find a way to mitigate increased
magnitudes of fault current have shown interest in FCL technologies, including those using
superconducting materials. This Technology Watch provides information regarding ongoing
developmental efforts to install and operate SFCL devices on a real power grid.
Approach
SFCL operational descriptions and project summaries are collected from publicly available
information and direct interactions with project personnel. Descriptions of the ongoing and
future projects give the audience a general sense of the state of the technology. Project
v

summaries were compiled from the perspective of a utility planner or asset manager rather than
that of a scientist or technical researcher.
Keywords
Circuit breaker
Cryogenics
Electrical fault current
Fault current limiter (FCL)
Superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL)
Superconductors
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1
INTRODUCTION
Electric power systems are designed such that the impedances between generation sources and
loads are relatively low. This configuration assists in maintenance of a stable, fixed system
voltage in which the current fluctuates to accommodate system loads. The primary advantage of
this arrangement is that loads are practically independent of each other, which allows the system
to operate stably when loads change. However, a significant drawback of the low interconnection
impedance is that large fault currents (5 to 20 times nominal) can develop during power system
disturbances. In addition, the maximum fault current in a system tends to increase over time for a
variety of reasons, including:
•
•
•
•

Electric power demand increases (load growth) and subsequent increase in generation.
Parallel conducting paths are added to accommodate load growth.
Interconnections within the grid increase.
Sources of distributed generation are added to an already complex system.

In an effort to prevent damage to existing power-system equipment and to reduce customer
downtime, protection engineers and utility planners have developed elaborate schemes to detect
fault currents and activate isolation devices (circuit breakers) that interrupt the over-current
sufficiently rapidly to avoid damage to parts of the power grid. While these traditional protection
methods are effective, the ever-increasing levels of fault current will soon exceed the interruption
capabilities of existing devices.
Shunt reactors (inductors) are used in many cases to decrease fault current. These devices have a
fixed impedance so they introduce a continuous load, which reduces system efficiency and in
some cases can impair system stability. Fault current limiters (FCLs) and fault current controllers
(FCCs) with the capability of rapidly increasing their impedance, and thus limiting high fault
currents are being developed. These devices have the promise of controlling fault currents to
levels where conventional protection equipment can operate safely. A significant advantage of
proposed FCL technologies is the ability to remain virtually invisible to the grid under nominal
operation, introducing negligible impedance in the power system until a fault event occurs.
Ideally, once the limiting action is no longer needed, an FCL quickly returns to its nominal low
impedance state.
Superconducting fault current limiters (SFCLs) utilize superconducting materials to limit the
current directly or to supply a DC bias current that affects the level of magnetization of a
saturable iron core. While many FCL design concepts are being evaluated for commercial use,
improvements in superconducting materials over the last 20 years have driven the technology to
the forefront. Case in point, the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity (HTS) in 1986
drastically improved the potential for economic operation of many superconducting devices. This
improvement is due to the ability of HTS materials to operate at temperatures around 70K
instead of near 4K, which is required by conventional superconductors. The advantage is that the
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refrigeration overhead associated with operating at the higher temperature is about 20 times less
costly in terms of both initial capital cost and O&M costs.
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2
TYPES OF FCLS
Overview
A variety of FCL technologies that utilize unique and novel approaches for limiting the
magnitude of fault currents are now in the prototype stage of development and, if successful, will
soon be ready for grid deployment. A brief overview and comparison of the types of
technologies being developed are presented in this section 1 [1]. The focus is on superconducting
technologies, but several FCLs based on other technologies are described for completeness. A
comparison table of the technologies is provided at the end of this section.
Superconducting Technologies
The concept of using the superconductors to carry electric power and to limit peak currents has
been around since the discovery of superconductors and the realization that they possess highly
non-linear properties. More specifically, the current limiting behavior depends on their nonlinear response to temperature, current and magnetic field variations. Increasing any of these
three parameters can cause a transition between the superconducting and the normal conducting
regime. The curve in the lower half of Figure 2-1 is a normalized plot showing the non-linear
relation between current flow in a superconductor and its resistance. The data for the curve was
measured while the superconductor was in a constant magnetic field and a constant temperature.
Similar curves can be produced for changes in temperature and magnetic field. The current
increase can cause a section of superconductor to become so resistive that the heat generated
cannot be removed locally. This excess heat is transferred along the conductor, causing the
temperature of adjacent sections to increase. The combined current and temperature can cause
these regions to become normal and also generate heat. The term “quench” is commonly used to
describe the propagation of the normal zone through a superconductor. Once initiated, the
quench process is often rapid and uncontrolled.
Though once initiated the quench process is uncontrolled, the extent of the normal region and the
temperature rise in the materials can be predicted. Thus, the quench process can be used in the
design into a superconducting component. Several hundred patents exist showing theoretical
ways in which this phenomenon might be used to control fault currents in the electric power grid.
However, efforts to develop the concepts into commercially viable product have culminated in
only a few practical designs and even fewer working prototypes. Many of these designs have
shortcomings (e.g. size, performance, reliability, recovery under load, or cost) that hinder them
from reaching full commercial potential. Most SFCL designs use the aforementioned quench
behavior to limit fault currents within the first cycle. However, that is often where the similarities
end as each SFCL design has its own methods of sustaining the limiting action once the
superconductor becomes resistive.
1

Information provided in Chapter 2 was largely assimilated from prior EPRI reports. Please see cited references for
a more complete description of various FCL technologies.
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To help establish a fundamental understanding of SFCL technologies, this section provides a
simplified and hopefully effective overview by condensing various design concepts into three
SFCL types. The first two types depend on the quenching action of superconductors and the third
type uses DC HTS magnet windings to saturate an iron core.
Resistive SFCL
Resistive SFCLs utilize the superconducting material as the main current carrying conductor
under normal grid operation. The principle of their operation is shown in the one-line diagram at
the top of Figure 2-1. As mentioned above, the lower figure is a normalized plot of voltage
across RSC as a function of the ratio of current through the device, ILine, to the “critical current”,
IC, of the superconducting element. At present, for HTS materials, the convention is to define
“critical current” as the current at which a voltage drop of 1.0 μV/cm is observed along the
conductor. When a fault occurs, the current increases and causes the superconductor to quench
thereby increasing its resistance exponentially. The current level at which the quench occurs is
determined by the operating temperature, and the amount and type of superconductor. The rapid
increase in resistance produces a voltage across the superconductor and causes the current to
transfer to a shunt, which is a combined inductor and resistor. The shunt limits the voltage
increase across the superconductor during a quench. In essence, the superconductor acts like a
switch with millisecond response that initiates the transition of the load current to the shunt
impedance. Ideally, the incipient fault current is limited in less than one cycle.
ILine
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Figure 2-1
Resistive Type SFCL with Shunt Element and a normalized plot of voltage and current in a
superconductor at a constant temperature and magnetic field
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Early resistive SFCL designs experienced issues with “hot spots”, or non-uniform heating of the
superconductor during the quench. This is a potential failure mode that occurs when excessive
heat damages the HTS material. Recent advances in procedures for manufacturing HTS materials
coupled with some creative equipment designs have reduced the hot-spot issue.
The grid characteristic of the resistive SFCL after a quench is determined by the shunt element.
Thus, because the shunt is typically quite reactive, a resistive SFCL typically introduces
significant inductance into the power system during a fault. During the transition period when
current is being transferred from the superconductor to the shunt, the voltage across the
combined element shown in Fig 2-1 is typically higher than it is after the current has transitioned
into the shunt. The dynamics of this process depend on the two elements and their mutual
inductance.
The quench process in resistive SFCLs results in heat that must be carried away from the
superconducting element by the cryogenic cooling system. Typically, there is a momentary
temperature rise in the superconducting element that causes a loss of superconductivity until the
cryogenic system can restore the operating temperature. This period of time, known as the
recovery time, is a critical parameter for utility systems (which may see multiple fault events
occurring close together in time) and is a key distinguishing characteristic among various SFCL
designs.
Some resistive SFCLs include a fast switching component in series with the superconducting
element. This switch quickly isolates the superconductor after most of the current has
transitioned to the shunt element, allowing the superconducting element to begin the recovery
cycle while the limiting action is sustained by the shunt. The fast-acting switch reduces the peak
temperature within the superconductive material and allows for faster recovery times than for
purely resistive SFCLs. This type of SCFL is sometimes referred to as a hybrid SFCL.
Shielded-Core SFCL
One of the first SFCL designs developed for grid deployment was the shielded-core design, a
variation of the resistive type of limiter that allows the HTS cryogenic environment to remain
mechanically isolated from the rest of the circuit. An electrical connection is made between the
line and the HTS element through mutual coupling of AC coils via a magnetic field. Basically,
the device resembles a transformer with the secondary side shunted by an HTS element (see
Figure 2-2). During a fault, increased current on the secondary causes the HTS element to
quench, resulting in a voltage increase across L1 that opposes the fault current.
ILine
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R1

L1
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L2
Crygenic
ISC
environme nt
RSC

B
Figure 2-2
Shielded-Core SFCL Concept
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Although the superconductor in the shielded-core design has to re-cool after a limiting action just
like the resistive type, non-uniform heating of the superconductor (hot spots) is easier to avoid
through optimization of the turns ratio. A major drawback of the shielded-core technology is that
it is approximately four times the size and weight of purely resistive SFCLs [2]. Although
prototypes of shielded-core designs have worked well, their size and weight have limited grid
deployment.
Saturable-Core SFCL
Unlike resistive and shielded-core SFCLs, which rely on the quenching of superconductors to
achieve increased impedance, saturable-core SFCLs utilize the dynamic behavior of the magnetic
properties of iron to change the inductive reactance on the AC line. The concept (shown in
Figure 2-3) utilizes two iron cores and two AC windings for each phase. The AC windings are
made of conventional conductors that are wrapped around the core to form an inductance in
series with the AC line. The iron core also has a constant-current superconductive winding that
provides a magnetic bias.
ac coils
ILine

ILine
V1

v 1(dB 1/dt)

B1

V2
v1 + v2
H(iDC )

t

dc coil

iLINE

H1

L1
iLINE

v1
i DC
t
v2

Iron cores

H2
L2

dc source

v 2(dB 2/dt)

B2

Figure 2-3
Operation of the Saturable-Core SFCL

Under nominal grid conditions (when the AC current does not exceed the maximum rating for
the local system), the HTS coil fully saturates the iron so that it has a relative permeability of
one. To the AC coils, the iron acts like air, so the AC impedance (inductive reactance) is similar
to that of an air-core reactor. Under fault conditions, the negative and positive current peaks
force the core out of saturation, resulting in increased line impedance during part of each half
cycle. The result is a considerable reduction in peak fault current. During a limiting action, the
dynamic action of the core moving instantaneously in and out of saturation produces harmonics
in the current waveform (further described in section 3). However, under normal conditions, the
voltage and current waveforms are basically unaffected by the saturable-core SFCL.
Essentially, the saturable-core SFCL is a variable-inductance iron-core reactor that has the
impedance of an air-core reactor under normal grid conditions and a very high impedance during
fault events. Unlike resistive SFCLs, which may require time between limiting actions to cool
the superconducting components, the saturable-core approach can manage several actions in
succession because the superconductor does not quench. In fact, the saturable-core FCL need not
2-4

use a superconducting coil; however, the use of an HTS DC field winding reduces operating
losses and makes the winding more compact.
A major drawback of saturable-core SFCL technology is the volume and weight associated with
the heavy iron core; however, manufacturers hope to improve this issue in future prototypes.
Zenergy has recently tested a prototype saturable-core SFCL based on an entirely new design
concept that is four times smaller than its predecessor. GridON, an Israeli-based startup
company, is in the process of developing a saturable-core concept intent on reducing size and
weight to more accommodating levels for commercial use. More information about Zenergy’s
efforts is presented in section 3.
Non-Superconducting Technologies
FCLs that do not rely on superconducting materials to perform the limiting action include
current-limiting fuses, solid-state devices, and a number of novel technologies that are either
available for commercial use or are in development.
Current-limiting fuses are a common method for mitigating fault currents in medium-voltage
networks. Fuses can be current-limiting in the sense that enough voltage can be generated across
the gap left by the melted element to provide a high-impedance path for arcing, thereby allowing
some current flow after the fuse has activated. A fuse can also be shunted with a current-limiting
reactor, allowing current to flow after the fuse has activated.
Standalone HV fuses that directly carry the load current through a melting element and
commutation fuses that utilize an explosive charge to interrupt the current are commercially
available. The standalone fuse is the lower-cost option, but commutation fuses provide for higher
interruption capacity and some limited adjustment of the trip characteristic. While the use of fuse
technology is a relatively inexpensive option compared to some of the large capital assets
discussed throughout this chapter, a fuse provides one limiting action before it has to be
replaced. Replacement of a fuse requires several hours of maintenance, and often long-term
interruption must be endured before crews can be dispatched.
Solid-state FCLs utilize actively controlled power electronics to perform or initiate the limiting
action. Typically, the power electronics switch the fault current into a limiting branch or open the
circuit in such a way that the device’s characteristics simulate a circuit breaker. One topology
being developed is the solid-state FCL circuit breaker (SSFCL-CB) shown in Figure 2-4, a
device that utilizes a diode rectifier bridge circuit with a thyristor-based commutating circuit that
can be switched off during a fault event. EPRI is currently developing an SSFCL that utilizes
thyristors in the bridge circuit rather than diodes. The EPRI design provides more control of the
fault current than the diode design through adjustment of the firing angles of the thyristors;
furthermore, the thyristor-based SSFCL can allow a flow-through current during the limiting
action that will allow for reaction by downstream protection relays. Because the fault current is
controlled dynamically through the power electronics, the SSFCL is sometimes referred to as a
fault-current controller (FCC).
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Figure 2-4
Principle of a Solid-State Fault-Current-Limiting Circuit Breaker Based on Diodes

In addition to SSFCL-CB and FCC, designs that use solid-state switching to direct fault current
into inductive coils or detuned LC series circuits are also being pursued. There are advantages
and disadvantages associated with each design. Solid-state technologies offer additional control
of fault currents not available with other technologies and have the potential to be realized in
small geometries. Issues with solid-state technology include the reliability of switching
electronics to sense fault levels and respond accordingly, as well as possible distortion of the
current waveform due to the nature of switching electronics. To date, no full-scale prototype of a
solid-state FCL has achieved grid deployment.
FCL Technologies: A Brief Comparison
A generalized comparison of the various FCL technologies described in this chapter is presented
in Table 2-1. It provides a general sense of operational capability, performance, and size. Much
of the information provided here is derived from a more comprehensive comparison from an
EPRI survey conducted in 2005 [3]. The bases of this generalized comparison are the three FCL
operating regimes outlined below and shown in Figure 2-5:
•
•
•

Normal operation
Operation during the fault-limiting action (fault condition)
Recovery period following a fault
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Figure 2-5
Generalized Current Waveforms with and without FCL

Several characteristics of FCLs can be quantified for the three operating modes listed above.
Because the size and weight of an installed FCL are a major concern to utilities, an indication of
device footprint is also included.
Losses

The electrical losses (W) caused by alternating currents in superconducting
materials or power consumed by switching devices in solid-state devices.

Steady-State
Impedance

The impedance under normal operating conditions as seen by the network.
Ideally, an FCL has no impact in a network under normal operating conditions.

Triggering

Describes the method of initiation of a fault response. Active FCLs utilize
sensors and control schemes to trigger the action. Passive FCLs respond to
faults through changes in material properties associated with increased current
or magnetic field. For example, superconducting-to-normal transitions and
permeability changes.

Recovery

The amount of time required by an FCL to recover from a limiting action
before it can be re-energized. Recovery is a particular concern in SFCLs where
time is required to re-cool the HTS.

Size/Weight

Encapsulates the physical size and weight of a device.

Distortion

Refers to irregularities in the shape of the AC current waveform that is
introduced by switching electronics and the nonlinear magnetic characteristics
of iron. Distortion is an issue with the follow current during a limiting action
as the performance of downstream protection devices may be affected.
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Table 2-1
Comparison: General Characteristics of FCL Technologies
Technology

Losses

Purely
Resistive SFCL

Hysteretic
(amount
depends on
HTS
materials).

Hybrid
Resistive SFCL

Hysteretic
(amount
depends on
HTS
materials).

Saturable-Core
SFCL

DC power
required to
saturate the
iron core and
Joule heating
in
conventional
conductors.

Shielded-Core
SFCL

Hysteretic
(amount
depends on
HTS
materials).

Solid-State
(SSFCL-CB)

Similar to
resistive type
SFCLs.

Fuses

Negligible.

Triggering

Recovery

Size/Weight

Distortion

Passive

HTS conductor
must be re-cooled.

Potential to be
small, because
HTS performs
limiting action.

Only during
first cycle.

Passive or
Active 2

Much faster than
the purely
resistive because
less energy is
deposited in the
HTS.

Potential to be
small, but
additional
components may
increase size.

Only during
first cycle.

Passive

Immediate.

Large and heavy
due to iron core
and conventional
windings.

Some; caused
by nonlinear
magnetic
characteristic.

Passive

Faster than purely
resistive, but recooling required.

Large and heavy
due to iron core
and windings.

Only during
first cycle.

Active

Immediate.

Similar to purely
resistive.

Switching
electronics
introduce
harmonics.

Passive

Never; requires
replacement.

The smallest of
the technologies
summarized.

None.

2

Hybrid SFCL designs may use an electromechanical linkage that opens a fast switch during a quench or may use a
control system that activates the switch after sensing a quench.
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3
SUPERCONDUCTING FCLS: ACTIVITIES IN THE USA
Zenergy Saturable-Core SFCL Demonstrated at SCE
Zenergy Power, Inc., a specialist manufacturer and developer of high-efficiency industrial and
renewable energy devices that employ superconductor technologies, has installed a three-phase
saturable-core reactor with an HTS DC coil at Southern California Edison’s (SCE) Shandin
substation in San Bernardino, California, which is part of the Avanti Circuit (otherwise known as
the “Circuit of the Future”) [4]. The Avanti Circuit provides a test bed for future grid
technologies in a live distribution circuit. It serves actual utility customers and has been selected
by SCE as a testing site for various FCL technologies. The project, which is co-sponsored by the
California Energy Commission (with support from the U.S. DOE), has resulted in the successful
installation and testing of a 15 kV-class saturable-core SFCL.

Figure 3-1
15-kV-Class Zenergy Power Saturable-Core SFCL Installed at SCE’s Shandin Substation
(Source: Design, Test, and Demonstration of a Saturable Core Reactor HTS Fault Current Limiter, 2009 DOE Peer Review, August
4-6, 2009. Alexandria, VA.)

The approach of the project team (Zenergy Power and Southern California Edison) was to
develop a working system and then later to improve it. In general, this approach provides
chances for success. In the first stage of the effort, Zenergy designed an FCL based on a concept
[5] first proposed in 1982. Then, Zenergy constructed a full-scale model and tested it off-line.
Based on test results, Zenergy modified the model to improve its performance and then installed
it in the Avanti Circuit. The device was installed in early 2009 and was still in operation during
the time of this report.
In the past, many developers have attempted to combine all steps at the starting gate only to
encounter more hurdles than could be successfully cleared within a given budget and schedule.
Currently, Zenergy is undertaking the next step to make their design commercially viable by
reducing the size/weight and improving performance.
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Device Specifications
The Zenergy SFCL installed at Avanti is a three-phase 15 kV-class prototype with a 1.2 kA linecurrent rating. The manufacturer’s specifications indicate that the device can limit about 30% of
a 23 kA symmetric prospective fault current and allow about 15 kA of let-through current,
depending on the requirements of the protection scheme. One of the benefits of the saturablecore technology is that recovery is immediate, so the device can potentially perform several
limiting actions in succession, if necessary. Another feature of the saturable-core design is that
its current-limiting capability is adjustable via variation of the DC bias. Additional specifications
of the Zenergy saturable-core reactor are provided in Appendix B.
One noticeable feature of the Zenergy FCL is its visual presence in the substation. The unit is
approximately 9 feet tall, has a 9-by-12-foot rectangular footprint, and weighs approximately 20
tons. As one might expect, the size and weight are attributed to the presence of the three-phase
iron core. Zenergy has recently announced successful tests of a new design concept that will
reduce the footprint by a factor of four and increase performance.
Cooling the HTS DC Biasing Coil
The DC biasing coil of the Zenergy device is cooled using two cryocoolers that re-condense the
liquid nitrogen. The two cryocoolers allow for the coil to be cooled down to 68K. The heat leak
losses are 120 W. The DC coil operates below ambient pressure (380 torr) and a nominal
temperature of less than 77K. Cooling can be achieved by one of the cryocoolers; the second is
present as a redundancy measure. Both cryocoolers are equipped with a battery backup in case
the substation equipment bus goes down. The new concept by Zenergy will allow for conduction
cooling using only cryocoolers. Therefore, the use of LN2 will not be needed in new versions of
Zenergy Power’s saturable-core SFCLs.
Commissioning and Performance
The SFCL was installed in January 2009 and commissioned in March 2009. Thus far, Zenergy
Power has collected data on the FCL performance for more than nine months. No faults on the
AC circuit have been registered, to date. A PSCAD model of the SFCL was developed by
Zenergy Power and delivered to SCE engineers for their verification and model integration with
the Avanti Circuit of the Future. A schematic of the simplified Avanti circuit is shown in Figure
3-2. Figure 3-3 shows the reduced fault current as predicted by PSCAD with the nonlinear SFCL
model, superimposed onto a 23 kA prospective symmetrical fault.
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Figure 3-2
PSCAD Simplified Model of the AVANTI Circuit of the Future with SFCL
(Source: Zenergy Power Inc.)

Figure 3-3
PSCAD Fault Current Simulations of the AVANTI Circuit of the Future, Prospective versus SFCL
Limited
(Source: Zenergy Power Inc.)

New Compact Design under Development
DOE has awarded Zenergy Power $11 million over a four-year period to develop, fabricate, and
test new compact versions of its saturable-core SFCL for applications at medium (69 kV) and
transmission (138 kV) voltage levels. Zenergy has developed a new compact SFCL design that is
lighter and smaller than the “spider design” that was originally tested successfully at SCE.
There are various forms for the new design, depending on the targeted voltage, DC current, AC
current, fault current, and required fault-current limiting. Several different geometries were
tested in July 2009 at PowerTech Laboratories in Surrey, British Columbia, Canada. The results
are extensive and have been generally encouraging. This section shows results from one of the
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tests of one of the selected SFCL geometries using a steady-state load current of 1 kARMS and a
prospective symmetrical fault current of 15 kARMS.
The three plots presented in Figure 3-4 show the prospective fault current, the calculated or
modeled fault current in the limiting mode, and the measured fault current in the limiting mode.
The differences between modeled results and actual measurements are negligible and can be
explained by the differences in the manufacture of the components of the two different phases
and the precision of the sensors.
Model
Limited

Measured
Limited

Measured
Prospective

Figure 3-4
Test Results of Zenergy’s New Compact SFCL
(Source: Zenergy Power Inc.)

Figure 3-5 shows the back EMF caused by the inductive variation of the FCL. The parameters of
the SFCL design and the DC current for this test, were not optimal as this was the condition for
one of the many tests performed. It is instructive to explore the unusual shape of the back EMF,
which is a result of the instantaneous change in the saturation of the iron as the AC current
varies. At zero AC current, the DC coil saturates the iron in one direction, so that there is little
back EMF (or voltage drop) across the SFCL. As the AC current increases, the iron goes out of
saturation, so that the inductance and thus the back EMF increase. As the AC fault current
continues to increase, the iron again begins to saturate in the opposite direction, and the back
EMF is reduced. These changes occur almost instantaneously, so the response of the SFCL is
dynamic. The result of these effects is that during the fault, the current has a high harmonic
content. However, under normal, unfaulted conditions, the voltage and current waveforms are
basically unaffected.
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Figure 3-5
Back EMF of Saturable-Core SFCL during a Fault-Limiting Action
(Source: Zenergy Power Inc.)

Figure 3-6 shows the effective decrease in the RMS current during the case described above. The
15 kARMS fault level was reduced by 32% in this particular test.

Figure 3-6
Zenergy Power SFCL Fault Current Limiting Capability
(Source: Zenergy Power Inc.)

For the 138 kV application, plans are to fabricate a single-phase unit in 2010 before proceeding
with a complete three-phase device in the 2011 timeframe. American Electric Power (AEP) has
agreed to host the 138 kV SFCL prototype in the Ohio grid. Design targets for the transmissionclass device include >40% fault-reduction capability with < 1.5% insertion impedance.
Con Edison has considered implementing the medium-voltage version of Zenergy’s new
saturable-core SFCL concept for medium-voltage applications within its network. Specifically,
the new concept may provide a contingency for Project HYDRA (discussed below) in case the
SFCL cable malfunctions or provides insufficient limiting capacity.
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Project HYDRA: Fault-Current-Limiting HTS Power Cable
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is leading an effort to develop and
demonstrate an HTS cable system with inherent fault-current-limiting capability in New York
City. The device is a novel concept that utilizes specially designed 2G conductor technology to
provide a rapid transition from the superconducting state to the resistive state that allows the
cable to function as a series resistive SFCL. The project is managed by the American
Superconductor Corporation (AMSC) and is funded by DHS. Project participants are
summarized in Table 3-1. The project will provide a “proof of concept” of an inherently faultcurrent-limiting cable as well as a platform to demonstrate a reliable and commercially viable
HTS cable-cooling system.
Table 3-1
HYDRA Project Team Summary
Collaborator
American Superconductor
Corp.
(AMSC)

Company/Organization
Description

• Prime contractor
Developer and supplier of HTS
conductor and applications

Air Liquide

• System designer
• HTS tape
• HTS cable design and fabrication

Ultera
(Southwire Company and nkt
Cables joint venture)

Contributions

Wire and cable manufacturer

Industrial gas utility

• Termination design and
fabrication
• Cryogenic refrigeration system
(CRS)
• CRS monitoring

Consolidated Edison
(Con Edison)
Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

Electric utility

• Host utility
• System planning and operation
• Engineering support

National research laboratory

• Prototype testing

Cabinet-level department of the
United States government
responsible for domestic
security

• Primary funding

(ORNL)
United States Department of
Homeland Security
(DHS)

Potential Benefits of Inherent SFCL Cable Technology
The Project HYDRA team envisions an urban power system that can accommodate load growth,
provide greater reliability than existing urban power systems, and survive possible terrorist
attacks. The approach is to interconnect sections of the distribution system with high capacity tie
lines, or interties, that allow distribution feeders to share substation assets as well as provide
alternate pathways for power flow. These interties allow the utility to reduce the number of
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transformers by spreading the load across several substations in the system. Dividing the number
of feeders into a more tightly interconnected mesh of smaller islands will decrease the number of
customers that are affected if one or more of these islands are dropped. This topology, shown in
Figure 3-7, would also reduce the extent of damage that could occur if the power system was the
target of terrorist attack and allow load connected to one substation to be fed from another.
In New York City, Manhattan each substation acts as an electrical island that supplies power to
local customers; each substation is equipped with five transformers (three for operation and two
for redundancy). Adding interties between substations will allow each substation to reduce its
transformer count while still allowing the system to meet load demands if one or more
transformers fail. The approach is to establish interties among substations. Each intertie would
consist of two conventional cables and one HTS current limiting cable.

Figure 3-7
Future Substation Interties proposed in the project HYDRA for the ConEd Grid
(Source: American Superconductor Corporation)

While the interties should provide shared capacity and increased reliability, paralleling these
distribution islands creates the potential for increased fault currents. The low impedance of HTS
cables in these parallel connections in the power system can lead to incipient fault current
magnitudes that are larger than the interruption capabilities of existing circuit breakers.
Therefore, installation of stand-alone fault current limiters, using HTS power cables with fault
current limiting capability, or some other approach is needed to make this novel topology of
tightly connected substations feasible. Today ConEd in collaboration with American
Superconductor are actively pursuing the development of a fault current limiting HTS cable.
Device Description
The HTS cable may act as a fault current limiter during a fault event by taking advantage of the
nonlinear nature of superconductors. During nominal operation, the HTS material provides
almost no resistance to electric current. However, when the current rises to levels beyond the
critical current, the conductor rapidly becomes resistive. This high resistance of the HTS material
causes the current to flow through the stabilizing layers on the superconductor as well as through
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other parallel paths (if provided). Current paths during quench are represented by Rshunt in Figure
3-8.
The typical HTS tape is made with a small amount of silver and a cladding of copper, which
carries the current when the superconductor is normal. Both silver and copper have very low
resistivity, particularly at low temperatures. However, HTS tape can be designed to provide
some fault current limiting capability to the cable by cladding them with highly resistive
materials such as brass, bronze, or stainless steel. Providing FCL capability without causing
damage to the cable requires a specially designed HTS conductor that rapidly transitions to the
resistive state and which has the ability to carry the fault current without excessive heating.
For the proposed demonstration, in addition to the HTS cable, a conventional copper cable will
provide parallel paths for fault current flow. AMSC has indicated that these copper cables are
necessary because the relatively short length of the intertie does not require HTS cables having
sufficient impedance to limit the fault to an acceptable operating level. During a fault limiting
event, current will be shared between the conventional and HTS cable. Longer length SFCL
cables (length determined by system voltage level), will not require conventional paths because
their impedance levels will be high enough to limit fault currents to levels that will not damage
the cable.

Figure 3-8
Parallel Configuration of FCL Current Flow Paths

Project Specifications
Project HYDRA will demonstrate the substation intertie concept by linking an already-operating
138/13.8 kV substation to a new substation of the same rating to be located across the street
(Figure 3-9). The HTS cable will be routed from the existing substation underneath the street and
terminate at the new substation (450 feet away). A standalone FCL (15 kV, 4000 ARMS) is being
developed to serve as a backup contingency in case the fault current limiting feature of the HTS
cable is ineffective or fails to provide enough current limiting action.
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Figure 3-9
Artist Rendering of HYDRA Project Layout
(Source: American Superconductor Corporation)

The cable design is tri-axial with a rating of 96 MVA at 13.8 kV (4 kA). The cable and
terminations will be fabricated and installed by Ultera, who has manufactured and installed a
similar, but not fault current limiting, cable system in Columbus, Ohio. The cable will be cooled
by a single refrigeration station to be located at the new substation site. While details of the
refrigeration system are not yet available, the system will be closed-loop to demonstrate
commercial viability.
Prototype Tested at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
A 25 m prototype of the fault current limiting HTS cable system was manufactured by Ultera and
installed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for design tests in winter of 2008 (Figure
3-10) [6]. The testing regimen included validation of the critical current, proper operation of the
cold dielectric, and characterization system electrical and heat losses. Tests to evaluate the fault
current limiting action were also conducted by subjecting the cable to fault currents as high as 60
kA peak. The fault current tests revealed successful operation of the cable as an FCL (Figure
3-11) because the cable was able to limit 60 kA peak fault currents down to < 40 kA peak within
the first half cycle.
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Figure 3-10
25-m Prototype Test at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory: Terminations (Left), Cable Loop (Right)
(Source: High Temperature Superconducting Cable, 2009 DOE Peer Review, August 4-6, 2009. Alexandria, VA.)

Figure 3-11
Results of Fault-Current-Limiting 30-m Tests
(Source: High Temperature Superconducting Cable, 2009 DOE Peer Review, August 4-6, 2009. Alexandria, VA.)

HYDRA Project Status
Installation of the SFCL cable was initially slated for 2010. However, the recent economic
downturn has resulted in stagnated load growth in the Con Edison network. As a result, Con
Edison has postponed the construction of the new substation that will accommodate the cable
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project. Fabrication of the demo cable has also been postponed until the host utility moves
forward with the original substation construction plans. Once load growth returns to levels
forecasted during the early planning stages of the project, deployment of the HTS cable/SCFL
system is slated to continue. Later editions of the EPRI SFCL Tech Watch will continue to
monitor the project and disclose any new developments.
DHS and Con Edison have also considered the installation of a standalone FCL in addition to the
SFCL cable to provide a backup if the cable fails to limit the fault current as planned.
138 kV SFCL Demonstration Project at Southern California Edison
DOE is sponsoring the deployment of a 138 kV-class SFCL “SuperLimiterTM” for use in the
Southern California Edison power network [7]. Project goals are to build a single-phase
prototype for laboratory testing in 2009-2010, followed by a three-phase unit slated for grid
installation some time in 2011. The three-phase unit will be installed into the Devers substation
near Riverside, California, where it will service a bus tie. The project team is outlined in Table
3-2.
Table 3-2
SuperLimiterTM SFCL Project Team Summary
Collaborator
American Superconductor
Corp.
(AMSC)

Siemens

Southern California Edison
(SCE)

Nexans

Company/Organization
Description

Contributions
•

Prime contractor

•

System designer

•

HTS tape

•

Design and fabrication of the
superconducting elements that
compose the SuperLimiterTM

•

System modeling

A large U.S. power utility that
provides service to approximately 13
million people, 5,000 large businesses,
and 280,000 small businesses
throughout central and southern
California.

•

Host utility

•

System integration

•

Provides grid requirements and
specifications

A global manufacturer of
communications and power cables.
Based in Europe, Nexans is
developing HTS power technologies.

•

Designer/supplier of transmissionclass terminations

•

High-voltage design of the
SuperLimiterTM

Developer and supplier of HTS
conductor and applications.
Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a
global manufacturer in electronics and
electrical engineering, operating in the
industry, energy, and healthcare
sectors.
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Table 3-2 (continued)
SuperLimiterTM SFCL Project Team Summary
Collaborator

Company/Organization
Description

Los Alamos National
Laboratory

A DOE-operated laboratory dedicated
to national security and fundamental
research.

•

AC loss measurements

The largest multidisciplinary
university superconductivity and
advanced materials research effort in
the United States, with over 200
faculty, postdoctoral fellows, graduate,
and undergraduate students.

•

Wire characterization

(LANL)

Texas Center for
Superconductivity at the
University of Houston
(TcSUH)

Contributions

SuperLimiterTM Design
SuperLimiterTM is a hybrid resistive SFCL (Figure 3-12) that utilizes modular superconductor
elements, which can be assembled to specific current limiting specifications. The hybrid design
utilizes a fast operating switch to remove the superconductor from the circuit during quench,
leaving an air-core reactor in line with the fault current. The superconducting module allows for
fast reduction of the fault current (< 1 cycle), while the switch and air-core reactor provide longduration limiting. This method reduces the amount of heating in the superconductor module,
which speeds up the re-cooling process, thereby reducing the time required to return to normal
operation after a limiting action.

Figure 3-12
139 kV-Class SuperLimiterTM Design Concept
(Source: Development and In-Grid Demonstration of a Transmission Voltage SuperLimiter
Review, August 4-6, 2009. Alexandria, VA.)
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Operation of the SuperLimiter can be described in three stages:
•
•
•

Under nominal conditions, the superconductor conducts current, so the line sees virtually
zero impedance at the SFCL.
When a fault occurs, the superconductor module becomes highly resistive, causing current to
transition to the reactor. The increased impedance reduces the fault current.
After most of the current transitions to the reactor, a fast-operating switch removes the
superconductor module from the circuit.

The 138 kV-class device being developed for installation in the SCE grid has a target capacity of
~300 MW (1.2 kA) and the capability to limit a maximum fault current of 63 kA to 40 kA. It is
important to point out that the SuperLimiterTM is a single-phase device; three-phase systems are
realized through the application of three single-phase SuperLimiterTM units. Additional
specifications for the SCE prototype are provided in Appendix B.
Each phase of a SuperLimiterTM system will be cooled using a closed-loop Turbo Brayton cycle
refrigerator to achieve and maintain operating temperatures. The design of the cryostat has been
completed awaiting manufacturing for testing of the single-phase prototype. AMSC has indicated
that each phase will have approximately 5 kW of heat load (AC losses, heat leak, terminations,
and so on) and has specified a 6 kW refrigeration system for each phase.
Superconducting Modules
The project team has chosen to use a modular approach to meet customer specifications for
SuperLimiterTM devices. Using a modular approach, the manufacturer can meet specifications by
using an appropriate number of superconducting modules and properly sizing the reactor. This
method allows the base design and modular components to be produced repeatedly and reliably
on a relatively large scale, potentially reducing production costs if the technology becomes
commercially viable.
The superconducting modules are composed of series-connected bifilar superconducting coils
that are constructed from 2G HTS tape (Figure 3-13). To reduce AC loss, each coil is wound
using a back-to-back HTS tape orientation so that the counter currents effectively cancel the
magnetic field components. Spacer tape is included between the windings to provide greater
thermal transfer of heat into the LN2. Electrical insulation is also applied. For the single-phase
laboratory prototype, Siemens provided a superconducting module consisting of 63 bifilar coils.
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Figure 3-13
Operating Concept of the SuperLimiterTM
(Source: Development and In-Grid Demonstration of a Transmission Voltage SuperLimiter
Review, August 4-6, 2009. Alexandria, VA.)
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Project Status
The single-phase prototype is now in the fabrication stage with testing scheduled to occur in
2010. Based on the lessons learned from prototype testing, the project team will modify the
design and fabricate the three-phase system and install it in the SCE grid sometime in 2011. In
the long term, the project team envisions production units with >2 kA nominal current rating that
can limit fault currents that exceed 80 kA.
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4
SUPERCONDUCTING FCLS: INTERNATIONAL
ACTIVITIES
Overview
Efforts in Europe and Asia to develop SFCLs for grid deployment are producing full-scale
demonstration projects. In Europe, two SFCL devices are expected to be demonstrated in pilot
projects that will test the commercial viability of such devices for commercial deployment.
Similarly, there are projects underway in Asia to demonstrate SFCL technology using variations
of the device types summarized in Chapter 2.
SFCL development projects in Europe and Asia are described in this chapter. While there are
many ongoing projects to develop SFCL concepts and prototypes, this chapter focuses on
projects that are on track for in-grid demonstration.
Development Activities in Europe
Nexans SFCL Demonstrations in the UK and Germany
Nexans, a major manufacturer of power and communication cables, has designed and produced
two resistive SFCLs for grid deployment [8]. The Nexans design consists of an arrangement of
superconducting coil elements. The components are based on ceramic BSCCO-2212 bulk tubes
that are manufactured using a sophisticated melting, casting, and processing (MCP) technology.

Figure 4-1
Bulk HTS SFCL Elements Produced by Nexans
(Source: Nexans SuperConductors GmbH)

The tubes are soldered from inside to a normal conducting metal tube and equipped with suitable
contacts. The whole composite is then cut to a coil (see Figure 4-1) and isolated. The normal
conducting bypass is necessary for the protection against hot zones, especially in the case of
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partial short-circuit events. Therefore, it is crucial that an excellent electrical contact over the
whole conducting length is obtained.
A larger number (a few tens) of such components is then connected in series. If necessary, two or
more are connected in parallel, according to the specified current and voltage.
The thermal mass of the bulk superconducting elements enables Nexans limiter to tolerate inrush
currents without initiating a quench, allowing the SFCL to be deployed in applications where
inrush currents are likely.
Nexans has chosen a modular design and engineered the coils so that they can be connected in
various quantities and configurations to meet specifications for each unique customer
application. Especially, the pitch and the wall thickness of the coils can be tailored to specific
demands. To demonstrate the product, prototypes of the Nexans SFCL are being deployed in the
UK and Germany. The installations represent two different application scenarios with each
having a unique set of specifications, so the SFCLs are not identical although they operate on the
same principle. Both devices underwent testing at the high-voltage and high-power lab, IPH, in
Berlin, where the voltage insulation as well as the limiting behavior of the integrated limiter were
evaluated. Both SFCLs were installed in the fall of 2009, and one system is already energized.
The two demonstration projects are summarized below.
UK Installation
Applied Superconductor Limited (ASL), a specialist developer and producer of high-efficiency
devices for utility and industry electrical networks employing superconductor technologies, has
purchased a 12 kV/2 MVA resistive SFCL from Nexans (Figure 4-2) and installed the device at
Bamber Bridge, a distribution substation located in Lancashire, UK.

Figure 4-2
12 kV/2 MVA Resistive SFCL Prototype for Installation in Lancashire, UK
(Source: Nexans SuperConductors GmbH)
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The device application is a bus-tie solution that limits fault currents to the faulted bus sourced
from the healthy bus. An already-existing and parallel-connected circuit breaker will remain
open to allow the SFCL to function during the one-year demonstration period. The device was
designed to limit a prospective peak fault current of 50 kA to 6 kA. The project constitutes a oneyear pilot program by ASL and a consortium of the following three distribution network
operators (DNOs) to evaluate the commercial feasibility of SFCLs:
•
•
•

CE Electric UK
Electricity North West
Scottish Power Energy Networks

Specifications for the SFCL at Lancashire were defined by the project team and provided to
Nexans. These specifications include a normal operating current rating of 100 A, the capability
of withstanding a 460 A inrush current for 10 seconds without quench, and a limiting duration of
120 ms. Additional specifications can be found in Appendix C. Due to the relatively low current
rating, the three-phase limiting modules were placed in a single cryostat. ASL is responsible for
the closed-loop cryogenic system that maintains the LN2 at 73K.
Demonstration in Germany
A 12 kV/16 MVA Nexans SFCL was installed into the auxiliary power supply system of a large
power plant located in Boxberg, Germany, in September 2009 (Figure 4-3). The device
specifications are different from the prototype installation in the UK, because the German
installation requires a rated current capability of 800 A and an inrush current of 1800 A for 15
seconds (4,100 A peak for 50 ms). To accommodate the larger current requirement, the device
uses a larger volume of superconducting material, thus requiring each of the three-phase
elements to be housed in individual cryostats to allow for proper cooling and electrical
insulation. The project is being carried out with cooperation from Vattenfall Europe Generation
AG in Cottbus, Germany.

Figure 4-3
12 kV/16 MVA Resistive SFCL Prototype Installed in Boxberg, Germany
(Source: Nexans SuperConductors GmbH)
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Because LN2 was readily available at the installation site, an open-loop refrigeration system was
chosen to maintain the temperature of the HTS elements at 65K. In contrast to the installation in
the UK, the Boxberg project tasked Nexans to provide a complete turnkey SFCL system.
Therefore, Nexans provided not only the SFCL but also the refrigeration system and other
ancillary components. The Boxberg project is the first installation in a power station worldwide
and purely commercial, as Vattenfall specified its needs and purchased the turnkey SFCL system
from Nexans.
9 kV, 15 MVA SFCL to be Demonstrated in Italy
A two-member collaboration team initiated a project in 2008 to design, build, and demonstrate a
medium-voltage resistive SFCL at a specific location within the distribution grid of the Italian
utility, A2A [9]. The design concept is targeted for use on outgoing and incoming feeders at the
9 kV level. The project is funded in large part by the Italian Ministry of Economic Development.
The project team is summarized below:
•

•

ERSE SpA (ENEA Ricerca sul Sistema Elettrico). A research institute owned by the
ENEA “the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy, and Sustainable
Economic Development” (51%) and GSE, “Gestore Servizi Elettrici” SpA (49%). The
company was established to take over funded research activities of national and international
interest and started operating on January 1, 2006. About 350 technicians and researchers—
and their main laboratories—carry out research in the electricity and energy sector, with
strong emphasis on experimental applications (Web site: www.erse-web.it).
A2A Group SpA. A multi-utility born on January 1, 2008, as a result of the merger between
AEM SpA Milan and ASM SpA Brescia. A2A is North Italy’s largest utility, providing
approximately one million customers with 12,000 GWh/year (Web site: www.a2a.eu).

The 9 kV SFCL design utilizes an HTS element that is shunted by a warm-air current-limiting
reactor. During normal grid operation, current flows through the HTS element uninhibited. As
fault current triggers the HTS into a resistive state, the current is driven from the HTS element
into the shunt reactor, an arrangement that allows the warm-air reactor impedance to remain
absent from the circuit until faults occur. A conceptual rendering of a 9 kV SFCL prototype is
shown in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4
ENEA Concept for 9-kV, 15-MVA Resistive-Type SFCL Prototype
(Source: ERSE SpA – ENEA Ricerca sul Sistems Electrico)

The first step of the project was to perform simulations of the SFCL device concept in an
arbitrary power system to determine the optimal design parameters for prototype development.
The balancing act for the developers is to determine the amounts of reactive impedance
necessary to decrease the amount of HTS material required, yet have enough HTS in place to
maintain thermal stability. Too little HTS can result in such large voltage gradients that the HTS
can be damaged; however, HTS materials are costly, and it is of interest to minimize the amount
of HTS material needed to maintain economic feasibility of the final product.
Additionally, the simulations investigated use of the design concept as an application for
incoming and outgoing feeders. On an incoming feeder, the SFCL would be connected on the
secondary of the medium-voltage transformer and require a 1 kA nominal current rating (15
MVA). An SFCL at the outgoing feeder would experience only the current of the load to which it
is connected, so the necessary rated current would be much smaller (250 A, 4 MVA).
Magnitudes of fault current are typically much larger on incoming feeders because they feed all
of the outgoing feeders; fault magnitudes can be even larger if incoming feeder buses are tied
together as shown in Figure 4-5. A FCL in the bus tie will limit the fault contribution of the
healthy bus to the one under faulted conditions.

Figure 4-5
One-Line Diagram Showing Outgoing and Incoming Feeder Locations
(Source: ERSE SpA – ENEA Ricerca sul Sistems Electrico.)

Currently, the design team is building the first 4 MVA SFCL prototype. Once built, the device
will be tested at the CESI High Power Laboratory in Milan and then installed in the North Italian
power grid for long-term field testing. The development team has indicated that installation of
the device is expected to take place in early 2010.
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Development Activities in Asia
22.9 kV Hybrid SFCL Development in Korea
A team sponsored by the Korean government is developing a hybrid resistive SFCL (Figure 4-6)
targeted for use at sub-transmission (22.9 kV) levels [10]. The project falls under Korea’s
Development of Applied Superconductivity for Advanced Power System (DAPAS) program,
which manages the research and development of superconducting power equipment for future
grid deployment. The following project team has been selected to manufacture and install the
SFCL system:
•

•
•

Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO). Korea’s sole power utility with majority
share owned by the government. KEPCO serves approximately 13 million customers and
generates approximately 60 GW.
Korea Electric Power Research Institute (KEPRI). The central research institute owned
by KEPCO to perform utility-related research.
LS Industrial Systems (LS IS). A Korea-based electric power and automation company.
Products include switchgear, transformers, variable-frequency drives, and many other powersystem components.
Control & Monitoring Parts

Cryostat

Fast Switch

Current Limiting Resistor

Figure 4-6
22.9 kV/630 A Hybrid SFCL Concept Prototype
(Source: A New Project on Applying 22.9kV HTS Cables and SFCL to KEPCO Power Grid, 2008 EPRI Superconductivity
Conference, Nov 11, 2008. Oak Ridge, TN.)

Formally identified as a line-commutation type of hybrid SFCL, the conceptual operation of the
device utilizes HTS only to activate a fast-operating switch. As the HTS becomes resistive,
current flows through the driving coil (Figure 4-7), and the field produced by the coil current
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activates the fast switch that causes the current to be diverted into a reactor. The reactor provides
the limitation action throughout the remainder of the fault event. The method, in theory, quickly
removes the increasing voltage from the HTS during a limiting action and allows a line reactor to
maintain the higher impedance over the rest of the limiting duration. This concept is
advantageous because it reduces the amount of superconductor and reduces the cryogenic
volume, an arrangement that allows the device to be more compact for substation deployment.
In operation, the fast switch is basically a plunger with a switch on either end that commutates
the line current. The driving coil exerts force on the repulsion plate (Figure 4-7) that engages the
plunger to activate the limiting reactor.

Figure 4-7
Schematic of Hybrid SFCL Concept

Application of Hybrid SFCL in KEPCO Grid
KEPCO has recently made plans to increase its sub-transmission capacity by upgrading 154/22.9
kV, 60 MVA transformers to 100 MVA [11]. While the capacity increase will help accommodate
the increasing load demand, it will likely increase the fault current levels on the 22.9 kV bus. The
hybrid SFCL is expected to relieve the fault duty on the 22.9 kV side of the system (shown in
Figure 4-8) and provide a lower-cost alternative to upgrading circuit breakers and circuit
reclosers.
154/22.9kV Main
Transformer

3kA
Hybrid
SCFCL

150MVA HTS Cables
HTS Cable 500m

Figure 4-8
Plan for Application of Hybrid SFCL on 22.9-kV Bus
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(Source: A New Project on Applying 22.9kV HTS Cables and SFCL to KEPCO Power Grid, 2008 EPRI Superconductivity
Conference, Nov 11, 2008. Oak Ridge, TN.)

DAPAS is pursuing a long-term vision of the KEPCO grid that replaces 154 kV transmission
cables within urban areas with 22.9 kV HTS cables (Figure 4-9). The plan would provide an
environmentally friendly method to reduce the grid footprint by eliminating 154/22.9 kV
substations. The vision includes SFCLs to limit the increased fault currents resulting from the
relatively low impedance of an HTS cable network.

22.9 kV Superconducting Cables
to replace 154 kV conventional cables

Downtown Area
22.9 kV
SW/S

154 kV S/S in the suburbs

Circuit Breaker
(Normal open)

SFCL

~

SFCL

22.9 kV Superconducting Cables
to replace 22.9kV conventional cables

22.9 kV
SW/S

SFCL

Superconducting
Transformers

22.9 kV
SW/S

Figure 4-9
DAPAs Long-Term Vision of KEPCO Grid
(Source: A New Project on Applying 22.9kV HTS Cables and SFCL to KEPCO Power Grid, 2008 EPRI Superconductivity
Conference, Nov 11, 2008. Oak Ridge, TN.)

Development Status of Hybrid SFCL
Planners have specified that the SFCLs will need a nominal current rating of 3 kA for this
application. The hybrid SFCL development team has experienced successful operation of its 650
A prototype during factory testing (Figure 4-6); however, the team has indicated that scaling up
to 3 kA will be challenging as size, fault sustainability, and reclosing specifications have to be
maintained.
22 kV, 2 MVA SFCL Transformer Development in Japan
Researchers at Nagoya University are working to develop a superconducting fault current
limiting transformer (SFCLT) under a project funded by the Japanese Ministry of Education,
Sports, Science, and Technology [12]. The device under development combines the
characteristics of a superconducting transformer and resistive SFCL into a single unit by
incorporating optimally designed superconducting windings. When operating under normal grid
conditions, the SFCLT operates like a very efficient transformer. However, under fault
conditions, the SFCLT assumes a highly resistive state as the superconductors become resistive,
an action that effectively limits the fault current. In essence, the device is a superconducting
transformer with inherent fault current limiting capability. The SFCLT is designed with the
ability to self-recover from fault current limiting actions that, in most cases, allows the
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transformer to continue operation after a fault has occurred. The principle of operation is similar
to the HTS SFCL cable described in Chapter 3. There are notable advantages to this approach
when compared to the conventional/superconducting transformer plus SFCL solution:
•
•
•
•

Reduced footprint (two units combined into one).
Higher efficiency and lower leakage impedance.
Increased transmission capacity and higher power system stability.
Maintenance constrained to only one unit as opposed to two.

Over the past decade, the SFCLT project has followed a five-step development approach that has
resulted in the construction of three prototypes. While the initial step involved simulation of the
general concept, later steps focused on prototype testing and design improvement. The fifth step
was conducted in 2008-2009 with the construction of the latest prototype: a 22.9/6.6 kV, 2 MVA
superconducting transformer with FCL capability (Figure 4-10).

Figure 4-10
2-MVA-Class SFCLT Prototype in Japan
(Source: University of Nagoya)

While the SFCLT allows for a compact presence in a substation, there are significant technical
hurdles for the development team to overcome:
•
•
•

Design of reliable electrical insulation within the cryogenic environment
Development of superconductors with lower AC loss
Reliability issues associated with combining two valuable assets into one box (loss of
modularity)
The SFCLT project is currently in the development and testing phase as progress towards a
prototype of the desired capacity for grid deployment is achieved.
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35 kV Saturable-Core FCL Installed in China
The project funded by the Chinese government has resulted in the installation of a three-phase
saturable-core FCL demonstration in southern China [13]. The 35 kV/90 MVA FCL was
installed and commissioned in December 2007 at the Puji substation, a facility operating within
the Southern China power grid. Key participants in the development project include:
•

•

•

InnoPower Superconductor Cable Co., Ltd. The first manufacturer of HTS power cables
in China. Focuses on development and manufacturing of innovative power-system devices,
including SFCLs.
Tianjin Machinery & Electric Industry Holding Group Co. (TME). Owner of hundreds
of enterprises and several research institutes, TME produces a multitude of engineering- and
construction-related products for the global market. Products include electric machinery for
the generation of electric power.
Yunnan Electric Power Grid, Co. (YEPG). Primary provider of transmission and
distribution of electric power in the province of Yunnan, China.

The prototype is composed of six rectangular cores arranged in a fan-shaped pattern (see Figure
4-11). The central core, or point where the six cores come together, is surrounded by a DC HTS
coil, all contained in a single cryostat. The outer side of each core contains an AC winding made
from copper. The fan-shaped pattern and design of each core allow for optimal distribution of
magnetic flux plus cancellation of the AC flux component on the DC HTS winding.

Figure 4-11
35 kV/90 MVA Saturable-Core SFCL Demonstration in China
(Source: InnoPower Superconductor Cable Co., Ltd.)

While the design of the Chinese SFCL is similar to the Zenergy device installed in the Southern
California Edison power system, its operation has a notable difference. Once a fault is detected,
the DC bias is removed, and the device assumes a higher state of impedance as the core is driven
out of saturation. A magnetization control circuit manages the fault detection and switching
action of the FCL by sensing the current level on the AC winding. Once a fault is detected, the
circuit opens a fast-operating switch, which removes the DC bias from the DC winding. A surge
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and energy drain are then engaged to remove the flux quickly from the core and protect the
control circuitry from voltage surges caused by the sudden opening of the switch.
In comparison, the Zenergy device maintains constant DC bias throughout operation, limiting the
incipient fault current at the peaks. The method of removing the DC bias allows the impedance
to increase dramatically, but it requires an energy-release circuit to quickly dispense the energy
in the DC coil (see Figure 4-12).

Figure 4-12
35 kV/90 MVA Saturable-Core SFCL Design Concept
(Source: InnoPower Superconductor Cable Co., Ltd.)

Important characteristics of the 35 kV saturable-magnetic-core FCL are shown below, and
additional specifications are presented in appendix C.
•
•
•
•

Current ratings: 1.5 kA (nominal), 41 kA (expected maximum fault current)
Limiting capability: 23 kA (over half of the expected maximum fault current)
Reaction time: <6 ms (detection + demagnetizing action)
Recovery time: <800 ms

As explained in Chapter 2, the saturable-core design has relatively short recovery times
compared to resistive SFCLs because the HTS does not require re-cooling. Hence, the only delay
time is that required to reclose the switch and re-saturate the core. The saturable-core concept has
its disadvantages in that the iron cores are large and heavy. At 27 tons and dimensions of 4.2 m
high by 4 m in diameter, the 35 kV saturable-core reactor at Puji is a noticeable presence in the
substation as can be seen in Figure 4-13.
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Figure 4-13
35-kV/90-MVA Saturable-Core SFCL Demonstration in China
(Source: InnoPower Superconductor Cable Co., Ltd.)

Cryogenic cooling of the Puji SFCL features an open-loop LN2 cooling system to cryogenically
cool the DC HTS coil into its superconducting state. The designers chose an open-loop system
over a closed-loop system to alleviate some of the costs associated with the refrigeration
equipment required for closed-loop cooling (such as cold head or compressor). The open-loop
system was also chosen for its relative simplicity, a decision that was driven by the desire to
make the cooling system more reliable.
Installation and Commissioning at Puji Substation
The SFCL at Puji substation is connected on a feeder circuit between the 35 kV, 50 Hz bus and
the load. Switches and a breaker were installed as a redundancy measure in case the SFCL fails
or requires maintenance.
Once installed, the saturable-core SFCL was put through a 72-hour live grid trial as the unit was
closely monitored to observe any undesirable operating modes that may have been triggered
from shipment or the installation process. Time tests of the unit revealed that approximately 1.8
ms are required to release all of the energy from the DC coil once the fast switch was opened,
and 450 ms are required to completely re-saturate the cores after re-closing the switch. Tests
during the 72-hour period also revealed a 0.44% voltage drop between the terminals and average
impedance at normal power-transmission conditions of 0.355 Ω. Waveforms of the voltage and
current showed no harmonics or distoration in normal power-transmission mode.
Preceding the installment of the saturable-core FCL at the Puji substation, factory tests were
conducted to quantify the level of current limitation achievable by the unit. These tests revealed
current-limiting capabilities of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. Factory tests on the electrical
insulation of the unit were also performed in accordance with the Chinese National Code of
Utility Equipment. These tests were performed on both the AC and DC components.
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Performance
To fully verify the current limiting capacity of the installed SFCL at Puji, current limiting tests
were performed under artificially imposed short-circuit conditions in July 2009. Five unique
short-circuit cases were arranged:
•
•

•
•
•

Short circuit without the FCL (the fault current level was about 10 kARMS)
Short circuit with the FCL inserted in which auto re-closure of the line breakers was
attempted after the fault in accordance with the grid-protection procedure; otherwise the
same power line configuration as the first test
A failsafe test for the device at the same grid condition as in the previous case but artificially
making the FCL malfunction
An excessive short-circuit test (200 ms, assuming the first-level protection of the grid fails);
other conditions were the same as in second test
A test with higher short-circuit level (>20 kARMS)

The tests were executed with all three phases short-circuited as the 35 kV network was starconnected with the neutral floated. Results of the tests were compared to simulated data and
showed close agreement. Measurements of ancillary parameters, including reaction time of the
SFCL, magnetic energy-release time, and the restoration time, were also measured with
satisfactory results.
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5
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN STANDARDS FOR
SUPERCONDUCTORS
Superconducting materials have improved considerably over the past few decades. As a result,
several applications have developed to a stage where superconductivity is the enabling
technology. These include high-energy particle accelerators, magnetic resonance imaging
systems, and highly sensitive RF detectors for cell phone towers, high magnetic field magnets for
scientific research, and so on. As superconductors became available for commercial devices, the
need for standards became clear. The initial effort on standards—under the auspices of the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)—was in the areas of measurements and
conductor performance. This activity has continued to the present by the IEC Technical
Committee 90 (TC-90) and has expanded from the initial critical current measurements on lowtemperature superconductors so that it now includes some measurements and procedures for
high-temperature superconductive materials. IEC TC-90 is chaired by Dr. Loren Goodrich of the
U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The major player in each IEC TC is
the secretariat, which for TC-90 is hosted by Japan.
Efforts are in place by the IEC to establish other types of standards in the superconducting arena,
for example in the area of current leads. Otherwise, there has been little activity until now on
developing standards for superconductor-based applications. There are several reasons for this
situation. First, the high-energy physics world has been the driver for the use of low-temperature
superconductors (LTS). They use thousands of superconducting magnets, but they all operate in
a laboratory environment and are either one-of-a-kind devices or a single system that uses
hundreds or even thousands of identical magnets that work in concert. Specifications are written
for these applications, but they do not require general standards. However, it is significant that
the high-energy physics community supports a broad-based collaborative effort to improve the
capabilities of some of these materials and has been instrumental in developing standards for
LTS wire. Standards for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology have been under the
control of the organizations that regulate the safety of medical systems. As a result, they have
been designed to meet stringent safety requirements, but performance and component standards
have mostly been company proprietary. There has been little demand for additional standards on
the superconductive materials used in the magnets.
Beginning in 2000, the IEEE Council for Superconductivity (CSC), which sponsors the
semiannual Applied Superconductivity Conference, initiated an internal committee on
superconducting standards. The primary goals of the CSC in this effort were to provide a
sounding board on the needs for standards on superconducting materials and devices, to act as a
catalyst for an integrated approach to standards, and to act as a liaison among the various
standards organizations. This approach was driven by the fact that the IEEE, though centered in
the United States, is an international organization, whereas many standards activities are driven
by nationalistic activities. Also, the IEEE-CSC is not a funding organization and can itself make
limited contributions to standards development, which generally requires considerable resources
in both dollars and time. For example, standards proposed within the IEC TC-90 take several
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years to develop to a practical technical stage and require a majority vote among the countries
that are TC-90 members before acceptance.
In mid 2008, the Japanese National Committee for the TC-90 wrote a letter to the U.S. members
suggesting that an organization be formed within the United States to integrate activities and to
provide some membership in an ad hoc committee on standards for superconducting devices
consisting of representatives from TC-90 country members. The IEEE-CSC responded to that
request, and members of the IEEE-CSC contacted other organizations. This effort culminated in
a teleconference on January 26, 2008, and a face-to-face meeting on February 20, 2009. The U.S.
Advisory Committee on Superconducting Standards (US-ACSS) was officially formed at that
time. EPRI participated in the formation discussions and development of a mission statement,
and is a member of the Management Group (described below).
The US-ACSS recognizes that the key organization for standards in the United States is the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI). It is through ANSI membership that various
organizations participate in the IEC standards effort. The following describes the US-ACSS in
short form.
Mission
•

•

•
•
•

To facilitate assurance and reliability of data, performance, specifications, and other activities
important to superconductor commerce through the initiation and implementation of
standards
To serve as a central, open, and balanced forum for discussion of superconductor standards
by representatives of U.S. industry stakeholders, standards organizations, government
agencies, and academic institutions
To provide advice, consensus, and due process for U.S. superconductor standards
To advise ANSI and other organizations who act on behalf of the United States in response to
standards proposals from other nations
To encourage awareness, membership, and participation in national and international
standards organizations

Membership
US-ACSS membership is open to any interested entity following the definitions for company
member, education member, organization member, government member, and individual member
set forth by the American National Standards Institute. Membership in ANSI is not required.
Organization
The US-ACSS consists of a Management Group, an Executive Board, and members. The
Management Group is relatively small and consists of representatives of various stakeholders; a
list of Management Group members is given at the end of this section. It is the duty of the
Management Group to ensure that the activities of the US-ACSS are consistent with national
standards policies, are coordinated with national standards objectives, and address national
standards needs. At present, the Management Group includes at least one representative from
ANSI.
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The Management Group monitors the technical progress of the US-ACSS and recommends
activities. The major effort of the organization is within the Executive Board. The Executive
Board has a chair, who is appointed by the Management Group; membership consists of
Management Group members as well as other persons who have general interest in the topic of
standards for superconductors. Membership in the Executive Board is unrestricted; however,
voting is by member organizations, with one vote per organization. Since the founding of the
US-ACSS, there has been one meeting, and the most significant part of that meeting for the
electric utilities is the formation of a liaison subcommittee, which consists of members who
represent the various organizations that work on and establish standards and are involved in
testing of materials and equipment. A list of this subcommittee members is included at the end of
this section.
The US-ACSS Management Group members and their affiliation are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lance Cooley, Chair, FNAL and IEEE-CSC
William Hassenzahl, AEA and IEEE-CSC
Steve Eckroad, EPRI
Loren Goodrich, NIST
Don Gubser, U.S. DOD, NRL
Debbie Haught, DOE-OETD
Moises Levy, IEEE-CSC emeritus
Bruce Strauss, DOE-HEP
Charles Zeegers, ANSI

The US-ACSS Executive Board Liaison Subcommittee members and their affiliation are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

William Hassenzahl, Chair AEA and IEEE-CSC
Stephen Frieman, NIST and VAMAS
Loren Goodrich, NIST
Mike Leibowitz, NEMA
Frank Lambert, NEETRAC
David Lindsay, Southwire and CIGRE
Mischa Steurer, FSU-CAPS and IEEE
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6
FUTURE WORK
Future editions of the EPRI Technology Watch on Superconducting Fault Current Limiters will
provide updates on projects summarized in this report and continue to follow new developments.
The list below highlights the content of the next edition:
•

•
•
•

Continue tracking the demonstration-period performance of deployed HTS cable
systems: The operation of SFCL demonstrations including relevant operation data (if
available), unusual occurrences, and maintenance practices.
Efforts to incorporate FCLs into the power grid: Descriptions of new SFCL projects with
intentions of grid installation.
New cable projects in the United States: Provide further description of the 138 kV Zenergy
SFCL to be installed in the AEP grid at a location in Ohio, USA.
Tracking of activities in Europe and Asia on an ongoing basis: Revisit the projects
described in Chapter 4 and observe the projects that have resulted in grid deployment.

Efforts to deploy SFCL devices into power grids are underway worldwide, with a small number
of deployments already taking place in 2008-2009. Future editions of the EPRI Technology
Watch on SFCLs will continue to follow these deployments and focus on the operation and
maintenance of these already-installed devices. New projects will also be followed as the
development, testing, and grid deployment of SFCL technologies become more prevalent.
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A
TABLE OF SFCL DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
Table A-1
HTS SFCL Projects in the United States: Overview
Project

SuperLimiterTM

Avanti

HYDRA

Location

Los Angeles, CA

Los Angeles, CA

Manhattan, NY

Site

Shandin Substation

Devers Substation

TBD

Status

Operating at 13 kV

Development

On hold due to economic
conditions

Developer

Zenergy Power

Consortium1

DHS/AMSC

Utility/
Host

Southern California
Edison (SCE)

Southern California
Edison (SCE)

Consolidated Edison

Start Date

January 2009

TBD

TBD

End Date

TBD

TBD

TBD

Type

Saturable Core

Hybrid Resistive

HTS Cable2

Phases

3

3

3

1

AMSC, Siemens, and Nexans.

2

HTS Cable with built-in FCL capability.
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Table A-2
HTS SFCL Projects in the United States: Design Details
Project

SuperLimiterTM

Avanti

HYDRA

Rated Voltage

15 kV

138 kV

13.8 kV

Rated Current

800 A

1.2 kA

4 kA

Expected Max Fault
Current

23 kARMS

63 kA

40 kA

Fault-Limiting
Capability

~ 20% (4.6 kA)

~ 37%

~27%

Max Limiting
Duration

30 cycles,

As long as required, can
limit continuously

4 cycles (60 Hz)

Peak Max Voltage
Drop

< 1% (70 VRMS)

Unavailable

TBD

Let-Through
Current

18 kA

40 kA

TBD

Recovery Time

Immediate

15 s

TBD

HTS Material

1G BSCCO

2G 344S (stainless-steel
stabilizer)

2G 344S (stainless-steel
stabilizer)

HTS Conductor
Supplier/
Fabricator

AMSC

AMSC

AMSC

Size (h ,w, l)

2.7 m, 2.7 m, 3.7 m

5m, 3 m, 11m, per phase

200 m long

Weight

20 tons

40,000 kg per phase
(including LN2)

TBD

0.5 seconds
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Table A-3
HTS SFCL Projects in the United States: Cryostat and Refrigeration Design Details
Project

Avanti

HYDRA

LN2

LN2

Refrigeration Closed-Loop
Type

Closed-loop

Closed-Loop

Refrigeration Cryomech Inc.
Supplier

Unavailable

TBD

Refrigeration 300 W at 77 K
System
Capacity

6 kW @ 74 K

TBD

Cryogen

LN2

SuperLimiterTM

Remote Re-condensing
System
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B
TABLE OF SFCL DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED
STATES
Table B-1
SFCL Projects Worldwide: Overview
Project

England

Germany

A2A

Puji

Korea

Nagoya

Location

Lancashire, UK

Boxberg,
Germany

North Italy

Kunming, China

Gochang,
Junbuk Province

Nagoya, Japan

Site

Bamber Bridge

Local Power
Plant

San Dionigi
Substation (MI)

Puji Substation

Gochang Power
Testing Center

Nagoya University

Status

Operating

Operating

Fabrication of
first prototype

Operating

Operation tests

Development4

Developer

Nexans

Nexans

ERSE Spa

Innopower

Consortium2

Nagoya University

Utility/
Host

Consortium1

Vattenfall
Europe
Generation AG

A2A Reti
Elettriche Spa
Group

Yunnan Electric
Power Grid

KEPCO

TBD

In-Grid Start
Date

Fall 2009

Fall 2009

Early 2010

December 2007

TBD3

TBD

End Date

Mid 2010

Late 2010

End of 2011

TBD

TBD

TBD

Type

Resistive

Resistive

Resistive

Saturable Core

Hybrid
Resistive

HTS Transformer

Phases

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

CE Electric UK, Electricity Northwest, and Scottish Power Energy Networks.

2

DAPAS (funding, program management), KEPCO & LSIS (Developers).

3

To be decided.

4

Development prototype; currently no plans for grid deployment.
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Table B-2
SFCL Projects Worldwide: Design Details
Project
Voltage

England
12 kV

Germany
12 kV

A2A

Puji

9 kV

35 kV

Korea

Japan

22.9 kV

22 kV/ 6.6 kV
wye-wye

Rated Current

100 A (2 MVA)

800 (16 MVA)

250 A (4 MVA)

1

1.5 kA (90 MVA)

630 A (2 MVA)

5

52.5 / 175A
2 MVA

Expected Max Fault
Current

55 kAPEAK

63 kAPEAK

Isc = 30 kAPEAK
(first peak)3

41 kA

25 kARMS
asymmetric

Unavailable

Current-Limiting
Capability

55 kA → 7 kA

63 kA → 30 kA

2 < Isc / ILim < 2.2

~56% (23 kA)

12.5 kARMS → ~5.6
kARMS

Unavailable

Max Limiting Duration

0.12 s

0.12 s

300 to 400 ms

>200 ms @ 10 kARMS 4

1.5 seconds

5 cycles (50-60 Hz)

Peak Max Voltage Drop

Un

1.6 x Un

<10 V @ Inominal

<1%

Unavailable

Unavailable

Let-Through Current

1.8 kA

6.6-7 kA

ILim <16 kAPEAK
(first peak)
ILim =6 kARMS
(steady-state)

Unavailable

630 A to 1.5
kAPEAK

Unavailable

Recovery Time

Minutes

Minutes

>10 s (full
recovery)

<800 ms

~ 100 ms

Instant-recovery under
specified load conditions

HTS Material

BSSCO-2212
bulk tubes

BSSCO-2212
bulk tubes

BSCCO 1G

BSCCO-2223

YBCO

HV: BSCCO

HTS Conductor Supplier/
Fabricator

Nexans

Nexans

SEI

INNOST & AMSC

Unavailable

Unavailable

Size (h ,w, l)

Diameter 1.2 m
height 2.5 m

2.5 m, 1 m, 13 m

3.5 m, 2 m, 4 m2

Diameter 4 m, height
4.2 m

2.5 m, 1.2 m, 2.4
m

Diameter 690 mm,
height 1,000 mm

Weight

2 tons

2.5 tons

3.8 tons3

27 tons

Less than 1 ton

425 kg

1

1-kA (15-MVA) unit in development.

2

Isc = 30 kAPEAK (first peak), Isc = 12 kArms (steady-state)

3

Entire system: includes HTS, cryostat, refrigeration system, etc.

LV: YBCO
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4

Puji: Experimental result. Design value is 23 kA.

5

3-kA (120-MVA) unit in development.

Table B-3
SFCL Projects Worldwide: Cryostat and Refrigeration Design Details
Project

England

Germany

A2A

Puji

Korea

Cryogen

LN2

LN2

LN2

LN2

Refrigeration
Type

Closed-loop

Open-loop

Closed-loop
Stirling cycle

Open-loop

Closed-loop

Unavailable

Refrigeration
Supplier

Cryomech

Nexans

Stirling BV
(NL)

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

Refrigeration
System Capacity

300 W @ 77 K

3 kW @ 65 K

1 kW @ 77 K

200 W @ 77 K

220 W @ 80 K

Unavailable

Nominal
Operating
Temperature

73 K

65 K

65 K

77 K

71 K

77 K
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LN2

Japan
LN2
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